BRINGING MATHEMATICS, PHYSICS AND ENGINEERING TOGETHER

This conference will promote an exchange of ideas and experiences among those interested in and involved in the transfer of learning in the fields of Mathematics, Physics, Engineering and Computer Science. It will provide a forum for presenting and discussing current research and applications in the transfer of learning in STEM disciplines. Topics in plenary session and three subsequent parallel sessions include:

- Role of Laboratories in Undergraduate STEM Education
- Best Practices for Teaching STEM Courses
- The Art and Science of Physics, Mathematics and Engineering Teaching
- Interactive Lecture Demonstrations in STEM
- Instructional Innovations in the STEM Curriculum
- Best Practices using Technology to support STEM teaching and learning

To register for the conference, visit: www.citytech.cuny.edu/synergyinSTEM

For additional information, please contact Professor Roman Kezerashvili at 718.260.6276 or at rkezerashvili@citytech.cuny.edu